A FAREWELL TO
Dear MyFLPBiz Subscriber,
Recently we launched our next generation of Distributor tools, called FLP360. This phenomenal new
tool integrates leading technologies to provide you with a world‐class online platform, including
websites, CRM and reporting, that will help grow and develop your business. Thousands have already
signed up for the tool that will give you the numbers you need to manage your business. We know that
this new service both improves upon MyFLPBiz and offers so much more!
With that being said, we will be saying goodbye to and closing the MyFLPBiz service on October 31st
2014, to enable us to focus 100% of our resources on the new FLP360 platform.
We recognize this may be inconvenient for some of you, so as a part of this migration, we have created
an FLP360 account for you! We have also laid out some steps for you to follow over the next few weeks
to help mitigate the inconvenience and ease your migration to FLP360:

Steps to Take for MyFLPbiz Closure
1) Your last day to access MyFLPBiz will be October 31st, 2014
2) As of today you can access your new FLP360 account by going to www.FLP360.foreverliving.com
and using the login information below:
LOGIN: username
PASSWORD: 1234
3) Your old MyFLPBiz website address will start to forward visitors to your new FLP360 websites if
you wish! Just create new sites on FLP360 that reflect your existing ones, for example:
Visiting 
Will direct visitors to 

AloeLife.MyFLPBiz.com
AloeLife.FLP.com

4) Enjoy FLP360! If you find that you need additional help with the new tool you can contact
smileteam@flp.com They can help with transferring your MyFLPBiz contacts, setting up your
MyFLPBiz email to forward to your new FLP360 email, and general questions about the service.
5) Your new FLP360 account will last as long as the remaining months you have on your
existing MyFLPBiz plan plus one extra month! For example, if you have 6 months remaining
on your MyFLPBiz annual plan, then you will receive 7 months of FLP360 before renewal
occurs.
We truly apologize to those of you who are still actively using MyFLPBiz however we hope this transition
brings new opportunities to you and your business. If you have further questions please contact
smileteam@flp.com

